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ABSTRACT
In this paper are exposed the principles that have been applied in the Bolu Tunnel project
(Gumusova-Gerede Motorway Section between the links Ankara - Istanbul), to the design
of the Bakacak Fault crossing. After a brief overlook on the results of the seismic study of
the area, the design criteria that lead to define the fault crossing strategy are described along
with the practical solutions that were adopted accordingly.

1. FRAMEWORK
As part of the North Anatolian Motorway (TEM), linking Ankara to Istanbul (TR), the Bolu
Mountain Crossing, midway between the two cities, represents the most challenging section. Along this 20 km long stretch, four important viaducts and a long tunnel are under
construction.
The Bolu tunnel is a twin motorway tunnel of about 3 km length, accommodating three
lanes per tube, linking the western Asarsuyu valley to the eastern Elmalik village, at Ankara
side. In the original design five support classes plus two at portals were included, thus the
excavation area ranged between 190 and 260 m2. The original static design was made by
the company Geoconsult GmBH of Saltzburg (A).
The excavation started in 1993 and almost immediately major problems arise due to lowtrust fault gauge clays encountered at different locations. The original design had been integrated by several further cross section, the heaviest support measure now foresees a preliminary excavation and backfill of bench pilot tunnels, a three layers lining and a deep
monolithic invert.
The tunnel was heavily damaged by the 1999 Düzce earthquake, whose epicenter was in
proximity to the construction site. In particular a stretch of about 350m collapsed in both
tubes at western heading, and major damages to linings and inverts occurred at western
heading.
Following to this event detailed FEM analyses had been performed by Lombardi SA to
evaluate the seismic loads to the structure induced by a severe design earthquake (Mw 7.4)
originated by the North Anatolian Fault. These analyses accounted for depth, directivity
effects, soil amplifications and site distance form the seismic source. A board of international experts (USA, UK, CH) was set out to define the most suitable seismic input to
match the earthquake suitable to be verified in the area.
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Besides it has been produced a detailed seismic characterization study of the whole area
(Barka A., Lettis W., 2000). The results of this study where available only at the end of the
seismic analyses. Concerning the tunnel, one of the most outstanding results was the reconnaissance of two active faults that are deemed to intercept the alignment. One of these
faults (Bakacak fault) was still being driven through at the time these results were available.
In the following an overlook is given on the design procedure that led to the definition of
the appropriate countermeasures adopted to mitigate the seismic risk associated to these active faults rupture.

2. GEOLOGY AND SEISMICITY IN THE TUNNEL AREA
Following the Düzce earthquake a detailed seismic reconnaissance of the area around the
tunnel was performed by Prof. Barka and William Lettis and Associates (figure 1). Two
active faults were recognized along the tunnel alignment. Although the whole area has been
deemed to have been highly detensioned by the 1999 earthquakes (Kocaeli of 17/08 and
Düzce of 12/11), a low potential for ruptures during the tunnel lifetime has been ascribed to
these faults. In figure 2 is sketched a portion of the longitudinal profile of the tunnel, with
the indication of the faults evidenced as active, and denominated Zekidaği fault and
Bakacak fault.

Figure 1: Seismic reconnaissance of the area of the Bolu Tunnel.
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The Zekidaği fault dips at almost 90°, is approximately 6 to 8 km long, and the intersection
with the tunnel alignment has been indicated as “possible”. Indeed, additional reconnaissance indicated a low probability that the trace of the fault actually crosses the tunnel
alignment. In this case it would be at nearly right angle, around chgs 62+430 in left tube
and 52+350 in right tube, over a length of 25 to 30 m.

Figure 2. Portion of the longitudinal profile of the Bolu Tunnel with active faults.

The Zekidaği fault has been identified to have a low potential for future right lateral offset
displacement in the range of 0.15÷0.25 m, the earthquake associated with the rupture is expected to have a magnitude Mw from 6 to 6¼.
The tunnel, at Zekidagy was lined according to the original design. Is worth noting that the
Zekidagy fault was crossed in 1998 and no particular problem in tunnel driving was faced
although high deformations were recorded.
The Bakacak Fault has been identified as a secondary fault in the step-over region between
the two major North Anatolian Fault (NAF) branches in the Bolu region. This fault exhibits
low potential for right lateral strike-slip displacements. The Bakacak fault is 10÷15 km
long, composed by several segments ranging from 3 to 5 km long. The expected rupture
displacements are up to 50 cm as consequences of associated earthquake in the order of
Mw 6¼÷6½.
This clay fault dips at 40° as confirmed by site experience. Indeed two likely traces of the
Bakacak fault were identified crossing the Bolu Tunnel (between chg. 62+800 and 62+900
at left tube and chg. 52+730 to 52+800 at right tube) over about 100 m. In this zone the excavation was proceeding as November 12th 1999.
In general a fault rupture can occur in a distributed or concentrated manner. While in Zekidagy fault it is not possible to define the exact behaviour, in Bakacak fault, according to the
geometry and lithology, a distributed movement has been indicated to be the most likely to
occur.
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3. ACTIVE FAULTS CROSSING STRATEGIES
Basically two strategies are feasible to mitigate the seismic risk induced to tunnels by ruptures of active faults across the alignment. These are commonly referred to as overexcavation (figure 3) and articulated design (figure 4).
Over-excavation

Tunnel

Fault rupture (concentrated)
Figure 3: Strategy for active fault crossing - Overexcavation

In the first case the tunnel is driven through the fault with enlarged cross section. A double
lining is installed and filled by a porous material (i.e. foam concrete). In case of fault rupture the clearance profile is guaranteed by the gap between the outer and inner linings. This
way of protection, used manly in underground metro projects, has a economic limit in the
width of the cross section that must be excavated. This solution will anyway be the most
effective when a fault rupture concentrated in a few meters is expected.

Tunnel

Active Fault Rupture Zone
(distributed)
Figure 4: strategy for active fault crossing - Articulated Design.

A different solution is attained by providing the so-called articulated design. This strategy
consists in reducing the lining segments and leaving independent sections across the fault
and over a certain length beside the fault. This leads, in case of fault rupture, to concentrate
the movement at the joints linking the segments, and to accommodate the movement on a
certain distance. This solution brings also the advantage of concentrating potential damages
at some elements, without uncontrolled propagation.
As shown in the following, the maximum length of any single element depends on several
factors as width of the cross section, expected movement of the fault, compressibility of the
surrounding soil, element kinematics, etc…
The second solution was selected by the parties concerned as the most appropriate to the
subject case. This because of the huge cross section of the tunnel and of the already defined
geometry of the excavation.
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Is worth noting that, by the time this article is written, there are no examples, in the Authors
knowledge, of tunnels that, having been designed for fault crossing, have experienced a
sudden fault rupture. On the other hand, a few examples of tunnels having experienced fault
rupture, or tunnels being having been designed such an event are listed in bibliography.
These are mainly related to railway or hydraulic tunnels, therefore of smaller diameter than
the Bolu one.

Figure 5: Segment cross section (OPTION 4)and joint resistant cross section
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4. THE DESIGN PHILOSOPHY ADOPTED FOR BOLU TUNNEL
The Bakacak Fault has been recognized as active while excavation was proceeding in the
concerned stretch by adopting a few different support classes. Mainly the support class for
the most adverse conditions was applied, proceeding by driving Bench Pilot Tunnels (BPT)
that were excavated and backfilled to serve as abutments for the crown excavation. These
BPT, perfectly circular and of small diameter (ø 5.6 m), under excavation at Bakacak Fault,
suffered major damages by the Düzce earthquake: invert heaved and linings required heavy
reprofiling.
When the Bakacak fault was recognized as active, almost one year after the Düzce event,
the interventions to restore the tunnel at this location were almost completed, and the shape
and type of the cross section adopted was already defined and the BPT were already having
been backfilled. Consequently the articulated design solution has been adopted, that allowed to maintain the shape of the static design of the tunnel.
The segments geometry was defined by considering a ratio between length and width of the
tunnel segment equal to 1/3 resulting in an element length of about 5 m.
As detailed below, this geometry allowed to keep the lateral increment of load on the single
crown segment below an acceptable threshold value.
For practical reasons the length of the segments was reduced to 4.4 m and the joint gap
width was 50 cm at invert. This allowed to maintain the current modular reinforcement
cage.
In figure 5 is reported the longitudinal cross section and the joint cross section adopted for
the main part of the excavation in Bakacak fault. This support class is referred to as OPTION 4.

5. THE TUNNEL RESPONSE TO THE FAULT RUPTURE
Following to a fault rupture, the tunnel will act longitudinally as an embedded beam whose
extremities are displaced by the lateral offset of the fault. The assumption made, justified
by the geologists, is that the fault will rupture with higher probability by an uniformly distributed rupture across the fault boundaries, also the displacement expected is mainly horizontal. Therefore the shear strain (γ) in the fault soil can be reasonably assumed as the ratio
between expected offset and width of the fault at tunnel level.
Up to rupture of the joints (weak sections) the tunnel will be sheared and bent by the soil as
an embedded beam (figure 6). Once the joints shear resistance attained, each segment will
be free to move independently according to external loads.
The maximum acceptable shear resistance of the joint has been defined on an equivalent
elastic model, with soil modeled as springs acting in compression.
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Figure 6: Tunnel behavior across fault boundaries

A displacement is gradually applied to extremities, and the shear stiffness of the joints is
designed so to reach the shear failure of the joint before the lateral overload of the element
cross section or the bending failure at extremities.
The model adopted is sketched in figure 7.

γ

M

M
Figure 7: Tunnel behavior across fault boundaries

5.1 Segment kinematics
In free field (see figure 8), with the assumptions made, the final displacement of an element
of soil caused by the fault rupture is a sum of a lateral displacement and a shear deformation. If the tunnel segment opposes to the shear strain, the interaction soil-element may tend
to both shear or rotate the element.
To be rotated the segment has to slip against soil both in longitudinal and in transversal direction, therefore the frictional forces between soil and lining have to be overtaken. In large
tunnels this I not likely to happen. This can be easily shown by the equilibrium of playing
forces against the rotation of the segment.
Assuming a Mohr-Coulomb behavior contact between lining and external soil, referring to
figure 6 the forces that induce rotation are:
− A and B: lateral bearing pressure of the soil that tends to deform the cross section,
− C: soil above and below the element that tries to displace laterally and tends rotate the
4.4 m element.
The total rotating bending moment is given by the normal pressure of surrounding soil, acting on a surface of almost ½ of the element, acting with a lever arm of almost ½ of the
segment length (a, b, and c).
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On the other side, the forces D resisting to this rotation are given by the soil longitudinally
to the tunnel. These forces act on the entire element interface with soil and with a lever arm
d comparable to the width of the tunnel cross section.
Therefore the rotation inducing moment is by far lower than the theoretical resistance opposed by the interface forces.

Figure 8: Tunnel element kinematics after joint rupture

5.2 Lateral bearing pressure
At high depths the soil maximum bearing load in clay at high depth has been estimated, on
the base of pressiometers tests campaigns, to about 9÷10 Cu, and is assumed to be fully
mobilized at about 10% strain (figure 9).
The developed lateral bearing load is linked to the deformation imposed. Here the assumption has been made that, within the range of deformations expected, the soil-lining develops
by a linear elastic law.
The ruling factor for imposed lateral deformation is the length l of the tunnel segment. Indeed, assuming a distributed rupture (shear strain γ), the deformation imposed assuming the
stiff element is equal to γ ⋅ l (here equal to a 0.16% strain).
The developed lateral bearing pressure has been estimated on the basis of expected deformation in about 5% of the maximum value (9÷10 Cu).
In these clays the Cu value ranges around about 100 kPa, thus the maximum lateral load
acting on the section can be estimated in about 450 kPa.
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The lateral pressure is applied by a triangular distribution as sketched in figure 10. The 3-D arch effect
develops diagonally as sketched in figure 10. Indeed
this diagonal effect has been neglected, due to the
slenderness of the tunnel segment, and the model
used to evaluate the increased efforts for the fault
movement are sketched in figure 11.
5.3 Seismic loads
The maximum seismic loads expected on the current
cross section at Bolu Tunnel had been previously estimated by both a simplified linear elastic and a fully
450
non-linear analysis (Amberg, Russo, 2000). The
kPa
North Anatolian Fault was considered as seismic
source and the design event was of Mw 7.4, as required by the design criterion required by the Motorway Owner (Turkish Directorate for Highways).
The seismic input accounted for depth factor, distance to source and directivity effects by considering
the worst conditions.
Figure 9: Soil developed lateral
bearing load
The axial and shear forces and the bending moments
distribution, obtained from the F.E.M. analyses at
this stretch, where scaled by a factor equal to the ratio between the PGV associated with the
design event (Mw 7.4) at the distance of 15 to 30 km from source, and the PGV associated
to an Mw 6.5 earthquake caused by the
450 kPa
fault rupture at the epicenter. The ratio of
0.25 adopted for load scaling was estimated on the base of the literature for soil
site class B (Boore et al. 1993).
The seismic loads on the cross section estimated this way have been superposed to
the lateral loads estimated as exposed
above. The reinforcement of the cross sec450 kPa
tion and invert where detailed on the basis
of the resulting charges and displace3-D Arch effect on the segment
ments.
Figure 10: Lateral bearing load distribution
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Figure 11: Model for induced lateral pressure estimation

5.4 Reinforcement detailing
Across the fault zone different support measures have been adopted. Mainly, the rock support class named OPTION 4 was adopted: an 80 cm intermediate concrete (40 N/mm2) lining (so called, Bernold) was designed between the primary lining and the inner lining. The
reinforcement bars have been placed only in the inner (final) lining and at invert, while the
shotcrete and intermediate linings have been fiber reinforced (see figure 12).

Figure 12: Reinforcement in lining and at invert

The reinforcement design primary aim was to provide a high ductility to the lining. The allowable rotation has been estimated and compared to the demand of rotation as estimated
for the load conditions above described. This was gained firstly by introducing stirrups at
shear keeping the spacing below 30 cm, and also by introducing a light dosage of steel fibers in the concrete mix, or applying an equivalent double mesh layer. These measures
were applied within the fault and up to a distance of 30÷40 m from the fault borders.
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6. JOINTS DETAILING
The joints, at 4.20 m spacing, had been detailed to prevent soil squeezing between the segments and to bridge the static soil pressure to the surrounding elements, but opposing a sufficiently low shear resistance in case of fault rupture.
To provide ring closure of the joint, at the invert a 0.40 m thick fiber reinforced shotcrete
beam has been applied to bridge the gap. At crown the regular shotcrete preliminary lining
(40 cm thick) has been assessed sufficient.
As formwork Ytong blocks closing the invert segment have been used. The advantages of
the Ytong blocks is the economy, their compressibility and the fact that they can be easily
assembled to create slabs that are easier to handle. The 50 cm wide joint is filled by two
layers Ytong blocks and a 10 cm low density EPS layer in between. A waterproofing membrane is installed below the Ytong blocks slabs and the invert. A sketch of the seismic joint
at invert is given in figure 13.
In figure 13 is also sketched the joint section at crown. In general at crown three levels linings are installed: a shotcrete lining, an intermediary lining of poured concrete and a final
lining, only the latter is reinforced. The waterproofing membrane bridges the seismic joint
gap between intermediary and final lining. The joint opening in the final lining has been
enlarged to 70 cm, the gap will be covered for ventilation purposes and fire resistance by a
steel plate.

Figure 13: Crown and invert joint detailing and filling.

In figure 14 the crown joint are showed with the excavation face and bernold lining before
casting the final lining, and once the final lining has been placed together with the waterproofing membrane before installing the steel plate protection.
The backfilled BPT were heavily reinforced to provide sufficient abutment to the crown
loads during the excavation. Therefore these beams cannot be interrupted while excavating;
the cut of joint is executed only once the invert is in place.
Cutting of the joints in the section, in which the intermediate lining and the invert were already executed, was studied and different methods were evaluated considering the presence
of high amount of reinforcement bars (in the invert, mainly). The most convenient and eco-
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nomic way to cut the BPT and invert beams once completed the construction of the invert
has been at the invert by means of belt saw type and hydraulic hammer, at BPT, intermediate and preliminary lining are cut by means of core (diamond crown) drilling machine and
hydraulic hammer.

Figure 14: Excavation face and crown joint.

7. CONCLUSIONS
The design of large tunnel through active fault has shown that the geomechanical conditions are prevailing anyway on the fault related stress/loads considerations.
The large tunnels protection by the articulated design has demonstrated to be a satisfactory
and economic way to mitigate the seismic risk assuming that a sufficient ductility is provided to lining in the fault zone. The so-called articulated design is a simple and reliable
mechanism to be assumed for structural checking and it give confidence both to the tunnel
owners and users.
The execution of the seismic joints do not bring particular hassle to the work progress if
already foreseen at the design stage.
In case of retrofitting, as it was in this cases, proper cutting solutions had to be evaluated to
minimize impact with existing structures and operative activities.
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